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vi. Regimes tend to conduct public, official policy through the foreign
minis try, and informal policy through personal envoys and secret emissaries.
vii. Nigeria is one of only about five member states that pays its dues
promptly and regularly to the OAV and its Liberation Committee, regardless of the complexion of the regime.
viii. In most cases opposition to apartheid is based on sentiment (humanism, universalism, race consciousness) not on objective factors such as the
nature of the economic system (part of western imperialism) and the
military threat posed by the racist armed forces.

2. Abubakar Tafawa Balewa 1960-1966
Alhaji Sir Abubakar Tafewa Balewa was Prime Minister between October
1960 and January 1966. But he was subordinate to Sir Ahmadu Bello,
Sardauna of Sokoto, Premier of the Northern Region and party leader of
Tafawa Balewa's Northern People's Congress. The Sardauna's prime interest was in the Moslem World of North Africa and the Middle East so that
Southern Africa was not a priority area. In general policy was determined by
the government's pro-Western stand. The foreign minister, Jaja Wachuckwu, was an early advocate of dialogue with South Africa. South Africa was
invited to attend Nigeria's Independence celebrations. In the end it did not,
due to pressure from Kwame Nkrumah and other progressive African
leaders. When Ian Smith declared the unilateral independence of Rhodesia
in 1965, Nigeria refused to break diplomatic relations with Britain as
directed by the OAV. Nigeria also supported the West in the Congo (Zaire)
crisis, siding with Tshombe and Kasavubu against Lumumba and the
Congolese revolutionaries.
Jaja Wachuckwu, the foreign minister belonged to the Igbo-based NCNC
which was in coalition with the Prime Minister's NPC. Be was pro-West
and anti-communist. The Prime Minister who was a "moderate" did not go
as far as to advocate dialogue with South Africa. But his ideas were shaped
by the conservative world-view of the Sardauna, by senior British civil
servants who still occupied strategic positions as advisers, civil servants and
security officials.and right-wing Northern intellectuals who considered
members of the liberation movements of the Southern Africa region as
communists, lazy, corrupt, and drunkards. Because of educational backwardness the Northern intellectual class was less developed than its southern counterpart, and the prime minister considered progressive southern
intellectuals as belonging tho opposition political Parties especially the
Action Group of Chief Obafemi Awolowo.
Despite the general conservative tone of the Sardauna-Balewa policy, certain anti-apartheid measures were pursued at the regional and national
leveis. After the Sharpeville massacre in March 1960, the Sardauna
amrt011n(:ed. that white South Africans would no longer be employed in the
Northern region and called for the imposition of economic sanctions
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against Pretoria by Commonwealth countries. Balewa sent secret emissaries
to make contact with the liberation movements. More important and longlasting, the northernization program of the very conservative NPC, which
involved accelerated education in the North, led to the formation of an
intel1ectual cadre that was progressive in world outlook and would have
important impact on policy formation in future.

3. GeneralIronsi, January-July 1966
General Ironsi's regime was largely a transitionai and had no discernible
impact on foreign policy. In general civil servants and personal advisers
continued the conservative policies of his assassinated predecessors. But his
killing in July 1966 and the events it precipitated were to have profound
effects on Southern Africa policy in the future.

4. General Gowon 1966-1975
The long period of General Gowon's administration will be divided into
three:
i. Between the killing of Ironsi in July 1966 and the outbreak of the civil war
in June 1967.
ii. The civil war in June 1967.
iii. The final period between the end of the civil war and his overthrow in
July 1975.
The first period was dominated by problems of domestic structure, the
second by the betrayal of the western powers which refused to sell arms to
the federal side. and the support of France, Portugal, Israel and South Africa
for secession. The third period is dominated by oil, and a certain national
megalomania which sought to project General Gowon as a world statesman
capable of influencing developments throughout the world, including
Southern Africa.
At its inception General Gowon's administration was beset by secessionist
threats from North, West and East. While those from the North and West
were quickly put down, the eastern threat developed into the civil war.
Gowon's preoccupation with internai problems left little time for external
affairs and the established pro-western policy continued by default.
General Gowon's strong pro-British sentiments were sorely tested when
the United Kingdom, Nigeria's traditional supplier, refused to sell the arms
required to crush "Biafran" secession. The Swiss-based public relations firm,
Mark Press, was extremely skilful in presenting the war as one of genocide
perpetrated by Moslem Nigerians against Christian "Biafrans", despite the
fact that Gowon and the bulk of the Nigerian army were Christian. Despite
his anti-communism Gowon approached the Soviets for MIG fighters,
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tanks, APCs, artillery and even AK47 rifles. The support of Israel for the
secessionist side attracted the support of Algeria and Egypt, two progressive
Arab states, on the federal side. The presence of South African and
Portuguese technicians and pilots on the "Biafran" side also influenced
Gowon's later attitude towards the liberation movements in South Africa,
Mozambique, Angola, N amibia and Rhodesia. At the same time Gowon
was upset by "progressive" African states such as Tanzania and Zambia
which supported the secessionists. Tanzania went to the extent of diverting
arms meant for the liberation movements through the Liberation
Committee to "Biafra" . This was revealed by Nigerian intelligence sources.
At the end of the civil war the Nigerian military emerged with a sense of
anti-imperialism because of the betrayal by their western friends. But this
anti-imperialism was sentimental, based on emotion, rather than on a
serious analysis of the structure and ideology of imperialism. Antiimperialism and anti-communism therefore co-existed. The liberation
movements were supplied with arms to fight western imperialism but at
the same time to lessen their dependence on eastern communism.
The first two post-war years were spent on the three Rs-Reconciliation,
Rehabilitation and Reconstruction. There was little time for external affairs.
At the same time oil, which had begun to show its potential even before the
civil war, began to take on significant proportions. After the oil price rises of
1972-74, OPEC assumed power of global dimensions and Nigeria, Africa's
largest producer in OPEC, became a force to be reckoned with. The country
began to pursue a credible policyabroad.
It was during this era that Nigeria initiated the policy of supplying the
liberation movements directly, over and above its contributions to the OAV
and Liberation Commi ttee. The regime also articulated and pushed the
policy of liberation at least one colonial territory each year, beginning with
Guinea-Bissau in 1974. At the OAV summit in Kampala in July 1975
Nigeria was to press for the recognition of the MPLA as the sole liberation
movement in Angola, having recognized that the FLNA and VNITA were
controlled by the American secret service CIA and Portuguese PIDE respectively. On 29th July 1975 General Gowon was overthrown in a military
coup.
The Gowon regime is generally given less credit than it deserves of its
support of liberation movements in Southern Africa. Part of this is due to
the succeeding regimes which tend to downgradethe achievements of their
predecessors; part to the alleged role of Gowon in the killing of Murtala in
February, 1976. But the are other factors besides. Gowon is anaturally
cautious, modest and soft-spoken man who tends to downplay his own
achievements. He also did not wish to alarm his friends in the West who
could interpret c10se links with the liberation movements as support for
communism. There was opposition to this policyaiso from sections of the
conservative, pro-imperialist foreign policy and military bureaucracy.
Gowon tended, therefore, not to dramatize Nigeria's contributions to the
liberation movements in Southern Africa. Or he made these contributions
through back-channels, often in the security services. Leaders of liberation
movements who visited Nigeria were often hosted by the Special Branch,
the security police. There was an unspoken fear that open fraternization
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with cadres of the liberation movements could radicalize the populace as
well as threaten retaliation from the West.
The Gowon regime saw the emergence of class forces that would further
articulate and consolidate the existing divisions existing between progressives and reactionaries in foreign policy. The sudden bounty provided by oil
led to the development of the local bourgeoisie which differentiated into
nationalist and compradar fractions. In the situation where imperialism
dominated the national economy the more nationalist elements could
suppress some of their anti-communist and anti-socialist inclinations and
opportunistically align with genuine anti-imperialist elements among the
working class, students and progressive intelligentsia. At its inception the
indigenisation policy was perceived in its nationalist and progressive aspect
and articulated with a progressive foreign policy. At the same time the
dramatic price rises won by OPEC created a temporary but well-publicized
division between the foreign and local bourgeoisie.
The rapid expansion of the educational sector, the increased emoluments
to academics and their greater scope for participation in government, gave
the intelligentsia increased self-confidence to articulate, and in some cases
implement, an anti-imperialist foreign policy. When the coalition of progressive forces achieved a temporary ascendancy the compradore bourgeoisie went on the defensive, continuing to make money while keeping its
mouth shut and commiserating with its foreign backers in private.
Gowon's regime was a somewhat imperfect referee, maintaining a kind of
Confucian balance between these competing forces, and preventing the
rocking of the political boat. His overthrow shows that he was not entirely
successful.

5. Murtala Muhammed, July 1975 - February 1976
The brief period of Murtala Muhammed is generally recognized as the most
dynamic in the history of Nigeria's policy on Southern Africa. It was during
this period that Nigeria, in defiance of the United states of America and its
powerful secretary of state, Henry Kissinger, mobilized African support for
the MPLA government as the sole representative of the Angolan people,
and won. Nigeria was thrust on the world stage as an influential actor, and
the dominant voice in black Africa, including the South. What is less well
known is that at its inception the southern Africa policy of the Murtala
regime was retrogressive compared to that of Gowon. Whereas Gowon's
policy was for recognition of the MPLA as the sole liberation movement,
the Murtala policy between July and November, 1975, followed the
American-dictated policy of a "government of national unity", consisting of
the FLNA, UNITA and the MPLA. In its back-channel dipIomacy the
Gowon regime also deaIt exclusively with the ANC. It was during the
Murtala regime that the PAC began to be given equivaIence with the ANC.
There was conflict between a cadre of younger, pro-western anti-communist officers, backed by the civil servants, and one of older, strongly
nationalist and anti-imperialist officers who refused to
debuted by the
communist bogeyman, The first set included some powerful colonels and
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lieutenant colonels the second Generals Muhammed, Obasanjo, Danjuma,
and M.D. Yusuf, Inspector General of Police and Head of the Special Branch.
Murtala's domestic policy of purging corrupt officials was popular among
academics, trade unionists, students and the educated public. Policy on
Southern Africa as articulated by the Foreign Ministry was, however,
considered to be still subordinated to American policy and alienated influential segments of Murtala's supporters, especially at the Ahmadu Bello
University. The Foreign Minister Joseph Garba was uniformly hostile to the
MPLA. In the Sunday Times newspaper of 19th November, 1975, he was
shown at the Institute of International Affairs threatening those intellectuals who were pressuring the government to alter its Angolan policy of a
"government of national unity". On Wednesday 22nd November the
government announced this very change of policy, giving exc1usive recognition to the MPLA. In his recent book, Diplomatic Soldiering, Joseph Garba
was still hostile to the MPLA for its "ingratitude", while taking credit for an
Angolan policy that he opposed to the last minute.
The pro-western Angola policy of the Foreign Ministry (backed by the civil
service and Institute of International Affairs) was discredited when it wci~
revealed that South Africa had entered the war on the Side bf UNITA and
the FLNA, with the complicity of America and some Afriean countries. So
emotive is the issue of apartheid in Nigeria that n6Ieader could be seen to
be even remotely connected with any group that had South African backing,:
Public support for the MPLA was very strong. When South African suppört
for its enemies was revealed this support became overwhelming. The
Conservative faction had to support the new Angolan policy, whether they
liked it or not.
Having instituted the change in policy, Murtala pursued it with all the
aggressiveness that characterized his brief rule. Among other things he:
i. dispatched senior officers, inc1uding military governors, to lobby other

African leaders to recognize the MPLA.
ii. donated $20 million to the MPLA.
iii. supplied small arms and ammunition.
iv. humiliated Kissinger by refusing to see him on his African tour or even
to give his plane permission to land when il was already on its way.
v. public1y abused President Gerald Ford for sending a cyc10styled machin~
signed letter to African Heads of State instructing them how to vote at the
emergency summit in Addis Ababa.
vi. forced the Gulf Oil Company to pay $100 million to the Angolan
government after Kissinger had persuaded them to place all oil royalties
into an escrow account, pending the outcome of the civil war. Murtala
threatened to seize Gulf's assets in Nigeria which were worth considerably
more than $100 million.
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vii. refused a loan of $2000 million to Zambia after it was learnt that the
Zambian president was one of two African leaders that had invited South
Africa to intervene in Angola (the other was Mobutu).
viii. approved programs for training Angolan students in Nigeria.
ix. instructed the minis try of external affairs to provide the Angolan with a
building to house their embassy in Lagos.
x. electrified the emergency summit at Addis Ababa on 11th January 1976.
Murtala' s speech, "Africa has come of Age", was the most militant speech
ever delivered by a Nigerian Head of State, and contributed significantly to
the eventual recognition of the Angolan government by the OAV later in
the spring of 1976. It also situated apartheid not just as an emotionai
bogeyman/ but as part of western imperialist strategy on the rest of the
continent.
On Friday 13th February/ 1976 Murtala Muhammed was assassinated in a
bloody attempted coup d'etat thought to involve the British and Americans/
and which generated considerable hostility against these two governments.

The Obasanjo regime presented itself as an offshoot of the Murtala regime/
calling itself the Murtala-Obanjo regime, and hanging joint portraits in
public places. The regime followed to some extent the dynamie Southern
Africa policy of Muhammed because of its wide public support, and also
because Obasanjo/ danjuma and M.D. Yusuf were still in power. The loss of
Murala was/ however/ a grievous blow. Obasanjo is highly intelligent and
nationalistic but he lacks Murtala's charisma/ bravado and ruthlessness. He
is an ideal second-in-command. The right-wing blamed some intellectuals
at the Ahmadu Bello university for pushing Murtala to confront the
Americans and getting himself killed/ and pressed for reduced emphasis on
Angola in particular, and Southern Africa in general. The elevation of Yar
A'dua to the position of number two inevitably had a dampening effect/ The
Kaduna-based New Nigerian newspaper which played a significant role in
mobilizing public opinion behind Murtala's policies was force to reduce
coverage on Southern Africa. The Angolan President was also blamed by
the right for not attending Murtala's funeral although there was no way he
could have. As a Moslem Murtala had to be buried the same day and
communications between Luanda and Lagos were notoriously deficient. It
was also known that Neto was dying of cancer. The Angolans named a
main thoroughfare after Murtala and still fond ly remember both Murtala
and Obasanjo.
today the Angolans invite Obasanjo,
send government aircraft to collect him. When they
problenls
the
regime/ such as rumored support for
The foreign policy on Southern Africa of the Obasanjo regime reflected these conflicting tendencies:
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i. Agreements on providing an embassy building and training Angolan
students were sabotaged by elements in the foreign minis try and
bureaucracy.

iL A southern Africa relief fund was launched and collected over ten
million Naira. But to date no public accounts have been rendered. There
have been allegations of fraud and embezzlement. There is little evidence of
expenditure on objectives for which the fund was set up, Le. relief in
Southern Africa. Support for students from the region has been minimal...
iii. A non-governmental anti-apartheid movement, the National
Committee against Apartheid (NACAP) was established in 1976. Led by the
late Malam Aminu Kano, the veteran nationalist politician, and women's
leaders from all over the country, its objectives were to mobilize popular
support for progressive policies on Southern Africa through symposia,
dissemination of information, and organization of rallies. NACAP was later
taken over by the government which undermined ils objectives through
bureaucratic control.

iv. The Youth Solidarity on Southern Africa (YUSSA) was set up also in
1976 with objectives similar to those of NACAP. The idea of the young
lecturers and students of the Ahmadu Bello University where it was
founded, was that YUSSA would serve as a youth-wing of NACAP. When
NACAP was taken over by the government, however, YUSSA refused to
follow on the grounds that the government's policy had lost direction and
dynamism, and that the interests of the people of Southern Africa would
best be served by non-governmental organizations that had the widest
possibilities for grass-roots mobilization.
Elements in the foreign minis try and Institute of International Affaire
favoured a pro-western policy that sought to impose either Joshua Nkomo
or Abel Muzorewa on the people of Zimbabwe. Sometime in late 1977 or
early 1978 Robert Mugabe was invited to attend a meeting at the Zambian
state house, Lusaka. He was scheduled to met with President Kaunda,
Joseph Garba, the foreign minister of Nigeria, and Joshua Nkomo, leader of
ZAPU. When he got to the meeting he found Ian smith, the rebel
Rhodesian Prime Minister Mugabe' walked out of the meeting.
vi. In 1978 two supertankers, the Jumbo Pioneer and the Kullu were caught
in Nigerian waters, loading oil for South Africa. Both were protected by
armed Israelis. One captain was surprised at being arrested because he had
been allowed to lift oi! on six previous occasions". This would not have
been possible without the collaboration of senior officials in government,
customs and security services. The oi! was shipped from the terminal of
British Petroleum which would not have done so wHhout the tacit
approval of pro-western Nigerian officials.
was also involved in swap
Personal knowledge, also Diplomatic Soldiering by Joe Garba.
n~t'thp1irl + African
P.F. Wilmot, (IFE).
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oi! was exported to South Africa l then replaced by
deals whereby North
Nigerials oil for
customers because of this British Petroleum was
nationalized. Ii was nationalized also to put pressure on the British
government to allow
and fair elections in Zimbabwe which led to the
triumph of ZANU1
Kot>ert Mugabe.
vii. Economic sanctions were also imposed on Barclays and Standard Banks
to force their parent companies in the United Kingdom to curtail their
activities in South
Government money was withdrawn from the
banks even though
Nigerian government owned controlling interests.
As a result of these pressures the Banks were forced to change their names
from Barclays to Union Bankl and from Standard to First Bank.
viii. The liberation movements were given permission to establish offices
in Lagos but the PAC was given equal status with the ANC. NACAP which
now had a secretariat
the foreign ministry showed preference for the
PAC. YUSSA recognized
ANC as the sole representative of the South
African people and
to have contact with the
The ANC. PAC
SWAPO were
to one representative each l based in Lagos l a very·
modest provision
with the numbers that these groups are
allowed to maintain
countries such as the UK Denmark and
Sweden. A practically
group led by MashininiI a young leader of
the Soweto uprising l was
the status of a liberation movementl and an
office in Lagos.
1

The southern Africa
of the regime was infiuenced by several factors:
the conservative nature
the leadershipl especially the president and the
foreign minister; the
of the radical intelligentsia on the campuses
and
the media;
legacy of the predecessor Murtala-Obasanjo
regime. For the first
the personality of Nigerials representative at the
UN became significant as a counterweight to policy-making in Lagos.
Shagari had been a minister in the pro-western regime of Balewa. His
foreign ministerl Professor Ishaya Audu was also very pro-western but intelligent enough to
the disastrous consequences of unpopular policy.
As Vice Chancellor at Ahmadu Bello University in 1973 he gave a public
lecture advocating dialogue with South Africa but quickly withdrew this
when he saw the hostile reaction of the audience. He was well-briefed on
Western economic
with Pretoria and could have taken some
initiatives on sanctions
was overruled by more powerful ministers such
as
Dikko l
was an in-law of the President l and Bello Maitama
who
ruling National
Audu
People's
which was in
with
was
as favouring
mClep,en,Cle11ce of
were
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linked to the withdrawal of Cuban troops from Angola. This was denied
when there were hostile reactions from the campuses and the media.
Because of Murtala's dynamic policy on Southern Africa Nigeria was
granted the status of a Frontline State and the country' s permanent
representative at the United Nations became the Chairman of the UN AntiApartheid Committee. In this position the Nigerian representative was
subject to pressures from the Frontline States and the liberation movements and this pressure could be transmitted to Lagos depending on the
status and personality of the representative. During the effective years of the
Shagari regime this representative was Maitama Sule. Like Shagari,
Maitama Sule was a minister in the first civilian regime and a close
confidante of the Sardauna of Sokoto. But even then he was known as a
maverick, "radical" and friend of left-wing intellectuals, and accepted as
such. He had an independent political base, coming second to Shagari in the
primary of the ruling party and withdrawing for Shagari to defeat even
more conservative elements in the party. As Chairman of the AntiApartheid Committee he was respected by the representatives of the Frontline States and liberation movements, and was a popular speaker at antiapartheid gatherings in Europe and the USA. Together with Mr. Enuga
Reddy, Assistant Secretary General of the UN, he horored several
invitations from the YUSSA, and launched several branches on campuses
throughout the country. Maitama Sule therefore helped to mobilize public
opinion, pre-empting any possible changes in policies by his weak,
vacillating, conservative President.
During the Shagari regime certain ministers were allegedly involved in
illegal oil sales to South Africa. According to the allegations oil was sold to
dealers such as Marc Rich and John Deuss who diverted it to South Africa
and paid their Nigerian agents with commodities such as rice, sugar, and
salt. The ministers most frequently mentioned were Dikko, Chairman of
the Presidential Task Force on rice and Bello Maitama, Minister of Commerce. The allegations have never been proved definitively. But the
widespread sale of oi! through Nigerian middlemen, a major form of
patronage, was open to this abuse. Such oil inevitably gravitated to the
highest bidder, South Africa. Depending on scarcity the South African
premium was up to 50% above posted prices. (For some published details
see Marc Rich, the Metal Man, by E. Frank Copetas.)
Like all aspects of its domestic and foreign policy, the regime's Southern
Africa policy was incoherent and undistinguished, consisting of uns table
combinations of powerful and conflicting interests. In addition to
contributions to the OAU and Liberation Committee. the ANC, PAC and
SWAPO were allegedly given one million Naira each. Robert Mugabe, then
Prime Minister (now President) of Zimbabwe, and Sam Nujoma, President
of SWAPO, were given honorary doctorates by the Ahmadu Bello
University. (The late Samora Machel was given a honorary doctorate by the
same university during the Obasanjo regime in 1977). The Chairman of the
UN Anti-Apartheid Committee was made a life patron of YUSSA. The
group led by Mashinini was expelled from Lagos in 1983 without
explanation.
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8. Muhammadu

,ecemloer 1983 to 25 August 1985

Buhari's regime was extremely right-wing. As a "corrective" regime it
would concentrate on domestic, not foreign policy. Its ideologies belonged to
the "Kaduna Mafia", the extreme right-wing group that directed Notherndominated governments toward a pro-western rigidly anti-communist
policy. Its repression of students and journalists restricted agitation and
mobilization in faror of the Frontline States and liberation movements; and
collaboration between elements in his security services and Israel, an ally of
South Africa, undermined the integrity of his policy.
Buhari's foreign minister was Professor Ibrahim Gambari, former director
of the Institute of International Affairs, and lecturer at the Ahmadu Bello
University. Although not a radical himself, Gambari was sympathetic to
radical ideas, and maintained links with radieals in the university. He was
not chosen for his radicalism however, but because he came from the royal
family in Ilorin, was the younger brother of the emir, and a friend of the
number two man, Tunde Idiagbon who came from Ilorin. Gambari was also
knowledgeable about the Southern Africa region which he toured as
Minister, making a good impression on most of the Frontline States and
liberation movement leaders. His policy initiatives were, however, limited
by several factors, some already men tio ned above. The strongly proAmerican Joseph Garba, permanent representative at the DN and chairman
of the anti-apartheid committee had great influence over the regime in
Lagos, most of whose members were his juniors during the Shagari regime
before he was retired.
influenced the regime to give precedence to the
PAC over the ANC, and to downplay relations with the Frontline States in
general, and Angola in particular. Rafindadi, Buhari's chief of security,
collaborated with the Israeli Mossad in the Dikko affair, and was hostile to
the anti-apartheid movement.
Buhari's pro-western leanings were tempered by conflicts with the west,
spefically the British:
i. Umaru Dikko, Shagari's minister was kidnapped in London by Nigerian
security agents working closely with Israet South Africa's chief ally, leading
to a major crisis with the UK, another close ally of South Africa.
ii. Nigeria refused to pay unverified debts, especially when it was discovered
that the Johnson Mathey Bank had been used to siphon billions of pounds
out of Nigeria. This British bank which collapsed was owned 27.5% by
Oppenheimer interests from South Africa.
iii. Nigeria refused to come to terms with the IMF over devaluation of the
currency, trade liberalization, and removal of petrol"subsidy".
Anti-apartheid activists were harassed by the Security services which
banned rallies and symposia and by the general atmosphere of represession.
Ahmadu
University
a honorary doctorate to Robert
Sobukwe, the late
leader, viola ting its own statutes which said that
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such awards should not be made more than two years after the death of a
candidate. According to surces in the minis try of external affairs this was
done under pressure from the Nigerian permanent representative at the
UN. It caused great offence to the ANC, none of whose leaders, including
Nelson Mandela, had been so honored. Buhari's Southern Africa policy
was, therefore, a diminished form of Shagari's, as the mass-based antiapartheid movement had been largely suppressed.

9. Ibrahim Babangida, August, 1985 to date
After the repression of the Buhari regime Babangida was we1comed for his
apparent liberalism and respect for human rights. He released journalists
imprisoned by Buhari; co-opted elements of the opposition to Buhari by
giving them government positions; lifted the ban on the National Association of Nigerian Students (NANS); increased access to the regime for
trade union leaders and promised an end to retrenchements; co-opted noted
leftists into advisory positions; opened the issue of the hated IMF to public
debate; gave the highest national award to Soyinka, winner of the Nobel
prize, and one of Buhari's fiercest critics.
Bolaji Akinyemi, Babangida's first minister of external affairs was prowestern, anti-communist and anti-liberation movements. As director of the
Institute of International Affairs he was associated with the conservative
positions on Angola and Zimbabwe. Though conservative he had some
concept of Nigerian national interest, however crudely defined. As an
academic he also wanted to conduct policy within some analytic framework,
built around his concept of national interest.
Babangida's shift to the right is indicatedby:
i. Acceptance of the IMF condi tions after pretending to accept the result of

the public debate which reacted them.
ii. Subordination to western economk policy through his struetural
adjustment policy while speaking of economic independenee.
iii. De-emphasis on calls for eeonomic~a,nctions against South Africa and
repression of groups supportive of the anti.. apartheid movement.
iv. Dissolution of the executive council
the Nigerian Labour Congress in
February, 1988, and continuing repression of the labour movement after the
general strikes of April and May.
v. Banning of the National Association of Nigerian students after the
violent suppression of student demonstrations in May, 1986. The eut in the
education budget and devaluation of the naira plus triple-digit inflation
have resulted in untold hardships for students and lecturers. Mass
demonstrations against the IMF-imposed economic policy of increased fuel
prices were violently suppressed in April and May, 1988. During Babangida's regime more institutions of higher learning were closed for greater
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periods of time than long.
students were .J:'H"C~4f
expelled and
detained. Most forms of association
DaJ[ln~2U. Division of students
along ethnic löl.nd religious lines sponsored
the regime to
weaken the student movement has resulted in
clashes leading to
injuries and deaths. All this
anti-apartheid
movement.
The Nigeria African National
ciation, YUSSA, and the NLC were
against the controversial visit of
1988.
The objectives of the Thatcher visit were to:

CulturaI Assomass demonstrations
to
in January,

i. persuade the Nigerians to reCluc:e
South Africa.

sanctions against

ii. modify Nigeria' s policy
government to support
UNITA, Le. a return to the western

the MPLA
unity, including

iii. in return the
servicing talks where that
Thatcher publicly boasted
her position.
Akinyemi was dismissed
argued that the British f-/~A"''unpopular not just in Africa but all over
Babangida persuading her to
rassing to the the Nigerian
Nigeria's policy both at home
Akinyemi' s experience on two
take a firm line on the
met with the Israelis at the
and vicious attacks in the Nigerian
went to unprecedented lengths of
Akinyemi's from his President.
that Nigeria was willing to
between UNITA an the
domestically and by the Angolans lJ""~IAL<OC
terrorists and their
South
discussed by the UK,
the participation of
diplomacy which
to Nigeria
Akinyemi was

AF,LAHAA'

HUJ.UO'LCJ.

'-J.LC;U.'I",C

ÅÅUAL'-HLA

g,ovl2rrlml2nt now agreed with
visit. He
were extremely
was no chance of
prove embarcredibility of

OU'lLll\.JLlO
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Talk of large sums given to the Frontlines States (FLS) and liberation
movements spread by agents of the regime are untrue. Akinyemi announced in 1986
$.50 million were sent to the FLS to repair damages done by
South African commandos while the Eminent Persons Group were meeting
in Pretoria. No money was ever sent. In early 1988 Lt. General Bali, the
Nigerian minister of defence, went on tour of the FLS and promised to send
arms to the ANC. This has not been done. Maintenance costs for the oneman SWAPO and ANC missions have been marginally increased through
personal appeals to Akinyemi by friends of the liberation movements. But
security for personnel and buildings have been refused despite threats from
the Z-squads of the South African National Intelligenee Service and rightwing elements in the local State Security Service.
Officially the regime's policy on Southern African continues to be support
of the ANC, SWAPO, PAC and FLS. This line is given some credibility by
leftists co-opted by the regime. Recently (May, 1988) Babangida called for
unity between the ANC and PAC. The regime continues to pay its dues to
the OAU and its Liberation Committee. In practice policy is subordinated to
two fundamental factors:
i. Total dependence on the west for the Structural Adjustment Policy to
work, an assistance that is so far lacking and
ii. The regime's overriding emphasis on personal survival.

Conc1usion
This paper has traced the development of Nigeria's foreign policy on
southern Africa over the past 28 years. There have been twists and turns but
also an underlying consistency determined by the development of social
forces. The first civilian regime represented an infant neo-colonial
comprador bourgeoisie w hich was forced to take some progressive positions
on southern Africa to appease the anti-imperialist elements in the erstwhile
national movement. This was largely ineffectual and was continued into
the early years of the succeeding military regimes.
The later Gowor regime saw the emergence of a relatively powerful and
autonomous bourgeoisie that differentiated intonationalist and comprador
fractions. For a time during the Murtala-Obasanjo regime the nationalist
bourgeoisie was in the ascendancy, and linked up, however precariously,
with the progressive intelligentsia, the workers and students. This gave rise
to the fleeting occasion of the "most radical" foreign policy in Nigerian
history.
Beginning with the later Obasanjo regime, but developed spectacularly
with Shagari's regime, the comprador bourgeoisie came to the fore with a
vengeance. And even the more nationalist fraction degenerated as the
indigenization process was gutted of all national or progressive content.
Sections of the intelligentsia were co-opted and corrupted.
The Buhari regime represented nationalism of the extreme right, whose
social base the emirs, porthern feudal aristocracy, the most sectional and
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autocratic fraction of the bureaucracy and a few discredHed right-wing
intellectuals, was too narrow for H to survive. It was corrupted before H was
born, in some senses a retrogression to the infancy of the first civilian
regime, which at least had some pretence of being "progressive". Elements
in Hs support base degenerated into compradorial excesses as brazen as those
of the ousted civilians. But the suppression of the press concealed this.
The Babangida regime, in order to distance Hself from Hs predecessor,
reached out to progressive elements among the workers and intelligentsia.
n attempted to broaden Hs social base, but purely for opportunists and
manipulative reasons. Having assured its temporary survival H turned
round to destroy the left, by corrupting the willing and coercing or
destroying the unwilling.
The structural adjustment policies dictated by the IMF have completely
destroyed the nationalist fraction of the bourgeoisie, and enthroned the
compradors to an extent never before achieved in Nigeria's history. As the
national economy is progressively destroyed and as the suffering of the
people and the degeneration of the intellectuals continue in tandem, the
populace now find it easy to believe rumours that the regime is secretly
collaborating with Israel, South Africa and UNITA. This was impossible
under any other regime, and is symptomatic of the contradictory policy of
"destroying the country in order to save it".
NOTE
I regret that references are in some cases missing or incomplete. Due to
circumstances beyond my controi my library files and notes were left behind
in Nigeria. Much of this paper is based on personal knowledge of, and
acquaintance with the individuals and events concerned.

